Annual Student Poster Competition held at J&J World Headquarters on April 24
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Letter from the Editors

The New Jersey Chapter has offered its membership outstanding programs since the first of this year that have promoted social settings, technical learning and team building. This year’s programs’ calendar changed from previous years. Rather than scheduling monthly sessions, the Chapter focused on quality programs that would attract and benefit all sectors of our membership.

The New Jersey Chapter has offered our members the following programs this year:

- The Gala and Student Scholarship Fund Raising Event. This festive program was held in March and was enjoyed by all who attended.

- In April we offered the Student Poster Competition. Students from different Universities presented their ideas to a panel of Pharmaceutical Professionals. As a result the NJ Chapter will send two finalists to the ISPE Annual Conference in Washington, D.C.

- The Student Poster Competition was followed by the April Educational Event. We would like to thank Johnson & Johnson for hosting these two events.

- The Chapters’ annual Golf Outing was held at Neshanic Valley Golf Course on May 13. All who attended agreed that Mondays are better spent on the Golf Course than in the office.

This summer the Chapter offered a baseball outing to Yankee Stadium. On August 9, the New York Yankees took on the Detroit Tigers at Yankee Stadium. This event was a great family activity and certainly created memories shared by all.

Please mark your calendars for the 2nd Annual Supplier Showcase to be held at MetLife Stadium on September 12. Vendors throughout the Northeast will display their company’s products & services and will be pleased to address any technical challenges your company may face. In addition, stadium tours, educational sessions and other activities are planned.

We look forward to seeing you at an upcoming Chapter event and encourage your continued active participation in ISPE.

Harry Segner
Treasurer– Board of Directors
New Jersey Chapter of ISPE

Rich Smith
Chair-Communications Committee
New Jersey Chapter of ISPE
Past President’s Message

The past year has been filled with exciting events and challenges for the ISPE New Jersey Chapter. The Chapter successfully executed five key events that increased the participation of our membership and strengthened the Chapter’s financial profile. Members are the strength of our Chapter. Without your continuous support, our Chapter would be a hollow organization without an ability to provide meaningful programs or services. Your participation is greatly appreciated, as it represents a strong sign of Chapter support.

The Chapter continues to plan key events for our members and is always considering new topics of interest. As a preview to this coming year, the Chapter will again offer:

a. Technical Showcase in September

b. Student Poster Contest and Professional Development in 2014
c. Chapter Golf Outing in 2014

New ideas, as well as Members’ comments, are always welcomed. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to any board member to discuss topics that will help improve the effectiveness and value of your Chapter.

Nandita Kamdar, PE, CEM, LEED AP, Sr. Manager Project Management with Johnson & Johnson, is the new Chapter President and will be supported by a board composed of experienced pharmaceutical professionals. I wish Nandita, the board and every ISPE New Jersey Chapter volunteer the very best, and much success in the upcoming year.

I would like to thank everyone who gave their time and dedicated consideration over the course of my Presidency. Your never ending support was greatly appreciated and is credited with making my Presidential term very productive.

Scott Hickok, Past President
ISPE New Jersey Chapter
2013 Golf Outing

The annual Golf Outing was held on May 13 at a new venue in New Jersey this year. Neshanic Valley Golf Course was chosen for its excellent reputation and because it is rated in the top 25 public golf courses in the country. The course lived up to its reputation for this year’s event. Over 80 golfers enjoyed a fantastic day of golf with friends and colleagues and helped raise funds for the Chapter and the Student Scholarship Fund.

The day was capped off with a buffet dinner and an auction featuring dozens of great prizes. Thank you again to the following sponsors for helping to make this year’s event a huge success:

Suffolk Construction (Event Sponsor)

Colliers International
Core Reliance
CRB
Genesis Engineers
Hyde Engineering + Consulting, Inc.
Hydro Service and Supplies
IPS-Integrated Project Services, Inc
M+W US, Inc.
PHARMSTORM.com
Siemens Industry, Inc.
Stantec
Structure Tone
Sweetwater Construction Corp.

All the players agreed that we should return next year and we have secured May 19th, 2014 for this event. Please enjoy the following pictures of the outing.
It's Time to Get Focused on the Future!

At the 26th NJ Chapter Supplier Showcase on Thursday, September 12, 2013, you'll be given a unique opportunity to see and learn what the future holds in pharmaceutical and biotechnology engineering. Features of this premier trade event at the prestigious Lexus Club in MetLife Stadium include:

- Supplier Showcase
- Accredited Continuing Education classes
- Networking opportunities
- Tours of MetLife Stadium
- NY Giants and Jets football alumni autograph signing sessions
- NY Jet Flight Crew Cheerleaders photo sessions
- Free Wi-Fi access
- Door prize drawings
- Discount hotel accommodations

Build your "Toolbox for the Future" and register today at http://ispenj-technology-showcase-2013.eventbrite.com/#.
Thank you to our Premier Sponsor

INNOVATION + INTELLIGENCE + PASSION
INTERPHEX™ 2013

MG AMERICA
A partnership for success

Thank you to our Seminar Sponsors

SnowPure
High Technology Water Products

ASI

Thank you to our Chapter Sponsors:
Commissioning Agents, Inc
DME Alliance Engineering Consultants
PSC Biotech
Testo

Exhibiting questions contact
Joe Manfredi
jim1152@aol.com

If you have any additional questions contact
Amie Wengryn
ISPE NJC Administrator  manager@ispenj.org

Quick Links for Registration
Attendee Registration
Exhibitor Registration
Sponsorship Registration
Educational Session Registration

Interested in becoming An Exhibitor?
Click Here for Exhibitor Benefits

View a sample ad created by our provider that will be showing on the stadium monitors throughout the event.
Contact Joe Manfredi
jim1152@aol.com
To have an ad created for your firm!

Video Ad
Annual Student Poster Competition

On April 24 over 25 students from five higher education institutions participated in the annual Student Poster Competition hosted at J&J’s World headquarters in New Brunswick, NJ. The Student’s posters were exceptional this year as always and the winners will go on to compete at the Annual meeting this fall in Washington, D.C. The event raised a significant amount of money that will go towards the student scholarship fund. Thanks to all that attended and especially those who donated their time for the judging of the posters.

Enjoy the medley of pictures to follow:
Quality, Compliance Validation, Auditing

PSC Biotech

PSC provides quality compliance validation and auditing solutions in support of the product development life cycle.
ClO₂ vs. H₂O₂: Which is more corrosive? ... US EPA shows H₂O₂ is.

All PC Doctor Failures as a Function of Time

Elapsed Time Post Exposure (months)

Cumulative Failures


www.clordisys.com
Learn to apply the lifecycle approach to Process Validation as a tool to assure reliable supply of quality product.

Turn your understanding of the lifecycle approach into implementation.

Participate in discussion forums with FDA, hear case study presentations and leave with concrete takeaways. Practical applications will show you how to:

- Convert expectations into practice
- Address expectations for application of statistics in Process Validation Stage 2 and beyond
- Problem solve while participating in group exercises

Join FDA and industry leaders for this dynamic educational event. Take away best-in-class tools and strategies for attaining organization-wide commitment to go beyond basic compliance.

Avoid the costly consequences of:

- Regulatory intervention
- Extensive production delays
- Diversion of valuable staff resources
- Damaged reputation

Register Today!
www.ISPE.org/ProcessValidation
We were very pleased to receive 4 correct responses to Brain Puzzler #7, published the 1st Quarter 2013 Pharma Bulletin and all were received within two or three days of publication.

The first correct response was received from our Past President, Jerry Guillorm from M+W. As has been reported in the previous Newsletter, the NJ Chapter is offering the first correct respondent a $75 credit to be applied to any of the upcoming events they may wish to attend. Congratulations, Jerry.

Here is the Brain Puzzler for this issue and the rules remain the same. Please forward your responses to RichSmith512@gmail.com (the Communications Chairman and Editor of Pharma Bulletin) and include a reference to Brain Puzzler #8 in the subject line to ensure your e-mail is not blocked as spam or some other mischievous item. Good luck!

Brain Puzzler Question:

A man wanted to get into a members only club so he hid and watched the guard at the door of the club house. The guard said a number to each member as they approached, and the member would respond with a number of their own. If the member responded with the correct number they were let in. If they responded incorrectly they were thrown out. One member came up to the door, the guard said twelve, and the member responded with six and was let in. Another member came to the door, the guard said six and the member responded with three and was let in. Believing he had heard enough, the reject went up to the guard. The guard said ten, and the reject said five, but was not let in. What should the man have said?
Question: I am a Pharmaceutical Engineer. After working on the purely technical side for the past 20 years, I am seriously considering switching to the managerial side of the business, partly because of higher salary. I have been hinted by many people that it may not be as easy as it might sound. That is my dilemma. Can you please help me clarify this situation?

Sandy H. (NJ)

Answer: Dear Sandy:

Of course, there are no guarantees in life. However, let me offer you some tips which have helped my clients.

You may have heard the cliché, *Lose a good engineer and gain a poor manager*. There may be a kernel of truth in it, but we cannot over generalize. Not all engineers are nerds!

**Business Skills**

Engineers need to have at least a basic understanding of the way other segments of the business dovetail with engineering. For example, in most Master's in Business Administration (MBA) programs, subjects taught are Organizational Behavior, Basic Economics, Managerial Accounting, Operations Management, and Negotiation Skills.

**Soft Skills**

As in many other technical professions, what I am referring to is a group of personality traits which includes, but is not limited to, communication skills, friendliness, personal habits, social graces, language, optimistic attitude and focused listening. Some call it the Emotional Intelligence Quotient but I use a simple word—*maturity*. Contrary to previous popular beliefs, I believe that with concentrated efforts, all of us can improve in these areas.

**The Crux of Management**

The services that managers perform are different from those of engineers. Managers perform five unique functions: planning, organizing, staffing, directing, controlling. Managers are required to play three roles (interpersonal, informational, decisional) and apply three skills (conceptual, human relations, technical). Managerial effectiveness is judged by the team’s results. Managers need to be discerning between various situations and use suitable approaches.
The Six Indispensable Skills
These are: Managerial & Leadership, Communication, Collaboration, Critical Thinking, Finance, and Project Management. Take an honest inventory of your skills and see how they match up. Perhaps a confidante can give you a second opinion.

Parting Thoughts
Sandy, please realize that it is fully acceptable to stay in your technical area and enjoy your work instead of being miserable in a managerial capacity. Companies are well aware that poor managers can cause many good employees to resign and productivity to plunge.

You will need an internal or external mentor who can coach you regarding problems and pitfalls during your first six months in the manager’s chair. On the positive side, the mentor can try to strengthen your skills and minimize the impact of your weaknesses. My personal opinion, based on more than four decades of experience, is that it may take 1-2 years to be fully functional and effective as a new manager.

Honing your soft skills is a lifelong process. Becoming a good manager is a learned skill. You have to enjoy working with people, deal with ambiguous situations, observe tight time deadlines and budgets, have a good grasp over oral and written communications in good and bad situations, and invest many more hours on the job.

I know it is not a decision which you will take lightly. I want to wish you good luck in your quest and the final decision-making. Go into your new managerial position with both eyes open and a positive mental attitude. It is a growing and stretching process. Please keep me posted.

[Special note: Please send your career-related questions to don@careerquestcentral.com and also visit our website at www.careerquestcentral.com. Questions will be selected based on their contemporary nature and general interest. We regret we will not be able to send individual replies as in the past, because of the large volume of domestic and international e-mails. Your patience and understanding are appreciated.]
ISPE NJC Welcomes 77 New Members
(April 2013 through August 2013)

Richard Appezzato, Bristol-Myers Squibb
Nicholas Aria, PMA Consultants LLC
Omotunde Babalola, Bristol-Myers Squibb
William Bartus, Quality System Professionals
Herschel Baxi, PMA Consultants LLC
Roy Behrman, Forest Laboratories, Inc.
Phil Biancavilla, Vantage Systems
Vinod Borsadiya, PharmaBio Compliance, Inc
Rui Brandao, Actavis
Chante Butler, Deloitte
Erica Chrustic, Sanofi
Francisco Debs, Instrumentation Laboratory
Chintal Desai, NJIT
Jack Dienes, Villanova University
John D’Urso
Judy Elhamalawy, Manhattan College
Siraj Elsamra, NJIT
Michael Feldman, Yula Corporation
Peter Galla, Compliance and Management Associates
Jim Garegnani, Novel Labs
Philip Gesualdo, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Donna Hahn, DMH Consulting Group
Ashley Harrison
Halim Hasan, Huntingdon Life Sciences
John Havlicek, A&Z Pharmaceutical
Beidi He, NJIT
Jiajie He, Polytechnic Institute of NYU
Joan Huang, Beijing Book Co Inc
Trevor Jaye, Stevens Institute of Technology
Claude Jean-Guillaume, Kingsborough Community College
Zuwei Jin, GE Healthcare
Anna Kats
Alyssa Kim, NJIT
Kenneth Kinal, Purdue Pharma LP
Karen Kinney, Becton Dickinson and Co
Echo Lee, Beijing Book Co Inc
Qian Lei, NJIT
Qianqian Liu, NJIT
Edoardo Madussi, Multipharma Inc

Arshad Mahmood, Kingsborough CUNY
Karen McCullough, MML Associates
Denielle McNiff, Stryker Orthopaedics
Pamela Misthos, Catalent Pharma Solutions
Morgan Moore, Kingsborough Community College
John Moran
Claudia Negru, NJIT
Leonardo Nilsen-Remedios, AIG
RJ Palermo, INTERPHEX
Parag Pande, Merck Inc.
Sneha Pandya, Stevens Institute of Technology
Shital Patil, Stevens Institute of Technology
Jose Perez, Amcor Flexibles
Karen Primak, IPAK
Yang Qu, NJIT
Michael Queirolo, Interchem Corp
Vito Ryder, Forest Laboratories
Michael Sabon, Aveva Drug Delivery Systems
Ranjit Sah, NJIT
Justin Sapiezyński, Rutgers University
Denis Scheper, Aprica Pharmaceuticals
Tara Scherder, Arienda Inc.
Jasmine Shanky, Regeneron Pharmaceuticals
Gillian Sherry
Sumit Sikka, Rutgers University
Sanjay Thapa, NJIT
Lorraine Thompson, Novartis
Madhu Vadhun, NJ Pharma LLC
Remco Van Weeren, ACG North America LLC
Kristine Walker, Tris Pharma
Steven Walton, Tunnell Consulting
Bing Wang, NJIT
Lily Wang, Roche
Yifan Wang, Rutgers University
Amie Wengryn
Eugene Wordehoff, Merton Partners
Srinivas Yandrapu, Dr.Reddys Laboratories
Naveen Kumar Reddy Yaragudi, NJIT
ISPE NJ Chapter Committee Chairs

Communications
Co-Chairs: Rich Smith/Jennifer Biro
Committee Members
Harry Segner
Betty Ritz
Debra Bahr

Community Affairs
Chair: Steve Fowler
Committee Members
Bob Lechich, CPIP

COP Community of Practice
Chair: TBD
Committee Members
Norman Goldschmidt
Joe Manfredi
Aaron Weinstein
Jennifer Walsh
Bob Lechich, CPIP

Marketing and Membership
Chair: Monique Sprueill
Committee Members
Margaret O'Toole
Nancy Tomoney
Steve Fowler

Nominating and Bylaws
Chair: Bruce Eckman
Committee Members
Dragutin Stoicovici
Joe Manfredi
Jim Breen
Bob Lechich, CPIP
Bob Ranard
Gordon Leichter
Scott Hickok

Professional Develop. and Cert.
Chair: Bob Lechich, CPIP / Jim Brinkman
Committee Members
Norman Goldschmidt
David Kristjanson
Joe Manfredi

Past Presidents
Chair: Robert Ranard
Committee Members
Dragutin Stoicovici
Bruce Eckman
Joe Manfredi
Jim Breen
Scott Hickok
Bob Lechich, CPIP
Jerry Guillorn
Chris Martinson
Jim O'Brien
Gordon Leichter
Emad Youssef

Programs
Chair: David Kristjanson
Committee Members
Jim Brinkman
Jennifer Biro

Young Professionals
Chair: Tunde Babalola
Committee Members
Shilan Motamedvaziri
Tony Crincoli
Paul Malinowski
Jim Breen
Laura Wirpsza

Exec. Adv. Committee (EAC)
Chair: Frank DeMarinis
Committee Members
Jim Brinkman
Phil Rudio
Paul Malinowski
Bob Lechich, CPIP
The ISPE New Jersey Chapter
2012/2013 Board of Directors

OFFICERS
President
Nandita Kamdar, Johnson & Johnson, 732/713-5983, nkamdar2@its.jnj.com
Executive VP
Paul Malinowski, Becton Dickinson, 201/847-7041, paul_t_malinowski@bd.com
Vice President
Antonio Crincoli, Bristol-Myers Squibb, 732/227-5353, tony.crincoli@bms.com
Treasurer
Harry Segner, Genesis Engineers Inc., 856/912-1610, hsegner@geieng.com
Secretary
Nancy Tomoney, PSC BioTech, 732/640-1177, ntomoney@biotech.com

DIRECTORS
Engineering Rep
Norman Goldschmidt, Genesis Engineers, Inc., 609/592-0280 x272, ngoldschmidt@geieng.com
Pharma Rep
Jim Brinkman, Pfizer, 908-901-6218, jim.brinkman@pfizer.com
Vendor Rep
Stephen Fowler, Process Equip. Res. & Consulting, 908/707-0328, proequi@optonline.net
QC Rep
Margaret O’Toole, Pfizer, 845/602-1325, margaret.o@pfizer.com
Young Professionals Rep.
Tunda Babalola, Bristol-Myers Squibb, 732-227-7506, tunde.babalolabms.com

Representatives at Large
Dave Kristjanson, Sweetwater Corp., 732-992-1112, dkrist@sweetwatercorp.com
Frank DeMannis, Purdue Pharma, 973-837-5431, frank.demarinis@pharma.com

Comm. Commitee
Jennifer Biro, Turner, 732-977-9525, jbiro@tcco.com
Comm. Commitee
Rich Smith, 609-619-9618, richsmith512@gmail.com
EAC (Exec. Adv. Council)
Frank DeMarinis, Purdue Pharma, 973-837-5431, frank.demarinis@pharma.com
Prof. Dev. & Cert. Committee
Richard Tessier, Novartis, 862-778-8387, Richard.tessier@novartis.com
Program Committee
David Kristjanson, Sweetwater Construction, 732-992-1112, dkrist@sweetwatercorp.com
Marketing / Membership
Monique Sprueill, Sandoz, 609-627-8857, Monique.sprueill@sandoz.com
Student Activities Committee
Co-Chair Joe Manfredi, GMP Systems, 973/575-4990, jm1152@aol.com
Student Activities Committee
Co-Chair Robert Lechich, CPIS, Pfizer, 978/247-4513, robert.lechich@pfizer.com
Nominating Comm.
Bruce Eckman, WBE Consulting, 732-704-9800 x226, bruceeckman@gmail.com
Technology Committee
Betty Ritz, IPS, 908-892-4214, britz@ipsdb.com
Chapter Manager
Amie Wengryn, 908/625-2035, manager@ispenj.org
ISPE Int’l Board Liaison
Scott Hickok, Energy Services, Inc., 203/536-5219, shickok@ameresco.com
COP
TBD

(Communities of Practice)
Critical Utilities
Joe Manfredi, GMP Systems, 973/575-4990, jm1152@aol.com
C&Q
Aaron Weinstein, IPS, 732/748-1990 x214, aweinstein@ipsdb.com
HVAC
Norman Goldschmidt, Genesis Engineers, Inc., 609/592-0280 x272, ngoldschmidt@geieng.com
Sustainability
Norman Goldschmidt, Genesis Engineers, Inc., 609/592-0280 x272, ngoldschmidt@geieng.com